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ABSTRACT: 2016 was marked by the rise of populism and isolationism around the world. The European Union is losing a Member State for the first time, after the British voted to leave in their “Brexit” referendum. Across the Atlantic, Donald Trump was elected President of the United States, causing concern amongst European leaders. In the remaining Member States, populist and Eurosceptic political forces are becoming more relevant, further endangering the integrity of the European Union. In this paper, we analyse the motives behind the European Union’s “existential crisis”, which is arguably, one of the most significant challenges the EU will face in its near future. We conclude that the European Union must reform in order to regain their citizens’ trust and reinforce democracy.
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1. A Union in crisis: the last years of European politics

The European Union (herein after, EU) is experiencing times of great uncertainty. The 2008 financial crisis temporarily damaged the European economy but, more than that, it may have permanently hurt its spirit. The economic recovery – at a slower pace in the periphery countries – did nothing to mend the spiritual damage. Even before the financial crisis, other events started the EU’s “existential crisis”, like the failure of the European Constitution due to its rejection in the French and Dutch referendums. Recently, the refugee crisis and a plethora of terrorist attacks further complicated the situation. Moreover, the EU is losing a Member State for the first time in its history and may face hostility from the current American administration.

The periphery countries were particularly ravaged by the effects of the financial crisis. The derogatory designation of “PIG.S” was attributed to the most affected States (Portugal, Ireland, Greece and Spain). Among those, the Greek situation was particularly serious. Economic adjustment programmes had to be implemented when the severe increase in the spread of government bonds made these countries unable to secure financing in the international markets. The Portuguese economic adjustment programme, the “Memorandum of Understanding on Specific Economic Policy Conditionality”, whose signatories were Portugal, the European Commission (EC), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the European Central Bank (ECB) required deep structural reforms. Some of these reforms were successful like the flexibilization of the public sector, while others failed catastrophically and contributed for the depopulation of the country’s interior and originated more social and economic inequality. 16.2% of the workforce was unemployed in 2013. The emigration of highly qualified young professionals, who could easily find abroad the professional opportunities that Portugal was not able to provide, became a pressing issue for the country. Portuguese citizens became outraged by the successive downgrades to the credit ranking of the national debt. When it fell to speculative-grade or “junk status” a group of Portuguese hackers hacked the Moody’s website and a video was prepared to explain to the rating agencies and to the United States President Barack Obama why “Portugal is not junk”.

In the academy, a question arose: “Is austerity the cure… or the disease?”.

In the EU, the southern countries were satirized as poor and lazy in contrast with the hard-working and rich northern countries. The values of European loyalty and

---


6 See Eduardo Paz Ferreira, A Austeridade Cura... A Austeridade Mata? (Lisboa: AAFDL, 2016).

solidarity became secondary in the face of economic hardships. The free movement of persons, goods, services and capital (four fundamental freedoms) are at the very core of the EU’s spirit and are enshrined in both the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). However, anti-EU forces in the northern countries cultivated the idea that the citizens of the southern and eastern countries would “steal their jobs”. A new wave of nationalism and populism emerged masterfully using the EU and the other Member States as scapegoats for national issues. In the “poor” countries, the EU was the “enemy” because of the austerity measures it had forced on them. On the other hand, in the “rich” countries, the EU was the “enemy” because it allowed the immigrants from the “poor” countries to enter unrestricted.

The “regressive tendency”\(^{10}\) in the most recent case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) reflects the uncertainty of the times. The CJEU’s decisions in Dano or Alimanovic appear to be a step back from Martinez Sala, Grzegoryk and Zambrano,\(^{11}\) where European Citizenship is concerned.

There is also a heated debate between Eurosceptics and integrationists regarding the existence of a democratic deficit in the EU. Nigel Farage frequently accused the EU of being undemocratic in the campaign for the referendum in the United Kingdom (UK). When discussing this issue, the most avid integrationists usually invoke a seemingly irreproachable formal argument: the MPEs are elected to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage (Art. 14, 3, TEU). Second, both the European Council and the Council of the European Union are elected in their Member States [Arts. 15(2) and 16(2) TUE] and the President of the European Commission is proposed by the European Council “taking into account the elections to the European Parliament and after having held the appropriate consultations” and is “elected” in the European Parliament “by a majority of its component members” [Art. 17(7), TEU]. In theory, the argument is flawless. In practice, it is deeply flawed. The fact is that there is only one true European election, and from that election, four “democratic” institutions materialise. These institutions have the monopoly on the legislative and executive power in the EU. By comparison, in the US, at a federal level, there are separate elections for both houses of Congress and for the President of the United States. We believe that the Commission would greatly benefit from the additional legitimacy of a President that is directly elected by the citizens, like his American counterpart.\(^{12}\) We should also keep in mind that the influence of the European Council may go beyond what is enshrined in the Article 15, 1, TEU.\(^{13}\)

---


\(^{12}\) In the 2015 Riga summit, Juncker greeted the Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán with a good-humoured “Hello, dictator”. Even if one dislikes Orbán’s policies, it is still an ironic situation: Juncker who is not directly elected by the citizens labelling Orbán as a dictator. See “‘Hello, dictator!’ European commission president jokes with Hungarian PM”, The Guardian, accessed Feb. 27, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2015/may/22/hello-dictator-european-commission-president-juncker-jokes-hungarian-ormban-video.

On 16 February, 2017, two highly relevant resolutions\(^\text{14}\) were approved by the European Parliament. The first, drafted by the MEPs Elmar Brok (PPE) and Mercedes Bresso (S&D),\(^\text{15}\) proposes the transformation of the Council of the European Union in a “second legislative chamber” (point 29) and a more frequent use of the “passerelle rule” [Art. 48(7) TEU]. We could go further than this resolution and replace the Council of the European Union with a Senate elected by direct universal suffrage. Currently, the Council of the European Union consists “of a representative of each Member State at ministerial level”. This scenario raises two very serious issues: i) the vast majority of the voters elect those representatives for the national government without even knowing that they are also electing them for the Council of the European Union. This is to be expected since national issues are a more pressing concern in the minds of the voters, thus the focus of most national political campaigns. However, one could argue that the representatives’ democratic legitimacy in the EU is weakened since democracy should reflect “the will of the people”. Furthermore, even if the voter is taking into consideration the election for the Council of the European Union, the method is undemocratic by design. A candidate may be an excellent pick for finance minister but the voter may find him a poor negotiator that should not represent the country in the Council of the European Union. This puts the voter in a “no win” situation, since he may either have an excellent finance minister or an excellent negotiator, never both, because they are voted as a package. In Member States where the government has no legislative powers, or has its legislative power restricted the issue is even more complicated. It does not seem reasonable for the EU to give the national representatives legislative powers when they do not have them in their own countries. It might even endanger the separation of powers in those Member States. A proper Senate would also contribute to the proximity between the voter and its elected representative in the EU. The second resolution, drafted by the MPE Guy Verhofstadt (ADLE),\(^\text{16}\) proposes a structural reform\(^\text{17}\) from where we would highlight: ii) the attribution of the right of legislative initiative to the European Parliament (point 62); ending “Europe à la carte” (points 6 through 12); iii) the “undertaking [of] a comprehensive, in-depth review of the Lisbon Treaty”. The White Paper on the future of Europe published by the European Commission on 1 March, 2017, forming the Commission’s contribution to the Rome Summit of 25 March 2017, lists five possible scenarios for maintaining the Unity of “the EU at 27”.\(^\text{18}\) The possible scenarios for the evolution of the EU until 2025 per the Commission are: i) “carrying on” – this scenario basically maintains the status quo; ii) “nothing but the single market” – the most Eurosceptic solution which keeps the single market and removes everything else; iii) “those who want more do more” – the multi-speed Europe scenario: the

\(^{14}\) Even if due to their nature, the resolutions of the European Parliament have limited importance.


\(^{17}\) The implementation of some of the proposals in the resolution would require amendments in the TEU and TFEU.

Member States may integrate at their own pace;\(^{19}\) iv) “doing less more efficiently” – the EU intervenes less but in a more effective and united manner; v) “doing much more together” – further integration and a more interventive EU. All the Member States commit equally. The lack of substance in the “White Paper” is truly disappointing. The Commission lists the possible scenarios for the future that were already known to the public, offering no contribution or new path to the EU’s development.

2. 2016 in two chapters

Two events in the year of 2016 changed the World’s political landscape: “Leave’s” victory in the “United Kingdom European Union membership referendum” and Donald Trump’s victory in the United States Presidential Election. Usually, the discussion of these events focused on finding out “how” and “how much” these events will change the status quo. However, one should not forget that these events already changed the status quo and are themselves, a reflection of previous changes in our world. Therefore, it is of extreme importance that we first understand the past and present if we wish to predict the future.

2.1. Chapter I: until the referendum tears us apart

On 23 June 2016, a political earthquake with its epicentre in the UK hit the EU. Against all predictions, the British people voted to leave the EU. “Leave’s” victory in the referendum was not overwhelming (51.9% against 48.1%) but it was convincing. The high turnout (72.2%) assured that there is no room to question the democratic legitimacy of the referendum.

At the beginning of the night, practically no one was expecting such a result. Exit polls gave a 4% lead to “remain” and Nigel Farage conceded defeat.\(^{20}\) However, a few disappointing results in traditionally euro-enthusiastic parts of the country and a high turnout in more conservative ones quickly turned the tide in brexit’s favour.

The referendum’s results broke the UK in two. Scotland and Northern Ireland voted “remain” by wide margins whereas Wales and England voted “leave”.\(^{21}\) In the aftermath, the Prime Minister David Cameron resigned. Cameron had called the referendum as a political move to ensure his re-election, but he did not expect to lose it. A petition signed by more than 4 million people requested a second referendum on the matter but was quickly rejected by the new cabinet, led by Theresa May.\(^{22}\) A decision by the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom\(^{23}\) requiring the government


\(^{23}\) See R (on the application of Miller and Dos Santos) v. Secretary of State for Exiting the European
to get parliamentary approval before triggering Article 50 of the TEU caused further disagreements in UK’s public opinion. 24 Some supporters of Brexit were furious with the decision, even calling the judges “enemies of the people”. 25 Following the Court’s decision, the House of Commons approved the European Union (Notification of Withdrawal) Bill quickly and by a wide majority. The bill was met with greater opposition in the House of Lords, where it was amended to give Parliament a “meaningful vote” on the final deal between the EU and the UK and to ensure the protection of the rights of the three million EU citizens living in the UK. 26 In a stroke of legislative irony, the unelected House of Lords seems adamant in protecting parliamentary sovereignty while the House of Commons promptly gave the government absolute power. In the end, the Lords will probably relent but the amendments might trigger a “parliamentary ping-pong” between the Houses and delay the government’s plan to trigger Article 50 by the end of March 2017.

Even if it is not in the government’s designated timeframe, these internal struggles will be overcome. After that, the UK and the EU must negotiate the terms of their separation. It may be an “amicable divorce” where the economic and social effects of the UK leaving are reduced by it joining the European Economic Area (EEA). On the opposite end of the spectrum, there is the option of a hard Brexit with no trade deal between the UK and the EU. The UK and the EU would engage in trading according to the rules of the World Trade Organization (WTO). In between these scenarios, in abstract, we could also have the “Swiss Model” (EFTA but not EEE), the “Turkish Model” (Customs Union) and the option of building a completely new trade deal. 27 At the time of writing, the unwillingness of both parties to compromise on the issue of free movement of persons points to a hard Brexit. Nevertheless, since negotiations have not begun, it is not possible to predict with any degree of certainty. 28

The UK always viewed European integration with a certain degree of scepticism. 29


Several exceptions had to be built in the European legal framework to accommodate the UK’s demands. It is not part of the Eurozone and of the Schengen Area. British scepticism might not be scepticism of just the EU but also, of Europeans in general and of immigration.\(^9\) Without it, the EU may find it easier to achieve further integration. But only if it can overcome its “existential crisis”, caused by the populist wave that has swept across the EU.\(^{31}\)

Leaving the biggest trade bloc in the world will surely have economic consequences. Since the referendum, the British Pound has been falling against other major currencies. At the time of writing, 1,00£ is worth less than 1,20€ and 1,25$. Before the referendum, it was worth 1,30€ and 1,47$. As of result of Pound’s decline in value, companies who export to the UK had to raise prices. Microsoft’s readjustment of prices may cost millions to taxpayers.\(^{32}\) Unilever also raised Marmite’s prices, causing disputes between the manufacturer and some retailers.\(^{33}\) One could argue that a weaker Pound would help exports from the UK and thus, reduce Brexit’s negative effects. While it may happen in theory, its effect will not probably be enough to counterbalance the negative effect that leaving with no deal would have on the economy. In that regard, the initial resistance of the British economy seems to be finally subsiding.\(^{34}\) Nevertheless, we should wait for the official negotiations to begin and then make the analysis of the economic effects in both economies.\(^{35}\)

Taking back control of British laws might not be immediately possible. European Legislation constitutes a crucial part of the UK’s legal framework. The British government plans on “converting directly effective EU law into UK law, and preserving secondary legislation enacted under the ECA\(^{36}\)” amending it in accordance with the country’s needs divided nation, a divided continent”, *Journal of European Public Policy*, 23, 9 (2016): 1259-1277. T. Oliver, “Fifty Shades of Brexit: Britain’s EU Referendum and its Implications for Europe and Britain”, *The International Spectator – Italian Journal of International Affairs*, Online first, (2017): 1-11.


subsequently. This raises a very different issue since “while it is questionable as to whether or not there will ever be sufficient time or resources to undertake an adequate scrutiny, it seems that there will be plenty of time for MPs, businesses and interest groups to lobby for the selective amendment or repeal of particular laws”.³⁷ Commerce may suffer even more if the UK and EU’s legal framework deviate too much. As an example, the UK may adopt lower food safety, consumer protection or data protection standards.

The EU and its Member States shall also feel deeply the effects of Brexit. The EU will lose about 5% of its budget and the remaining Member States might have to make up for it. The weaker Pound may decrease the purchasing power of British citizens, thus adversely affecting countries that export to the UK. If there is a hard Brexit, the possible re-imposition of import duties might further complicate the situation.

2.2. Chapter II: Trump comes, sees and conquers

In 2008, Barack Obama, a young and charismatic senator from Illinois, achieved a surprising victory over the establishment candidate in the Democratic Party Primary elections. Obama lost the popular vote to Hillary Clinton in the Primary, but the Democratic Party united around him and he was able to easily defeat John McCain to become the 44th President of the United States. Obama is a brilliant public speaker and his message of hope and the “Yes, We Can” slogan connected with the American voter, allowing him to serve two terms in the White House and leave with an unusually high approval rating.

In 2016, Donald J. Trump, a famous billionaire and reality TV star, emerged victorious from the Republican Party Primary defeating more experienced candidates like Jeb Bush, Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio. Not unlike Obama, Trump’s message connected with its electorate who wished to “Make America Great Again”.³⁸ In the...
General Election, Trump achieved a surprising victory over Hillary Clinton and thus, became the 45th President of the United States. Like Bush in 2000, Trump won the election without winning a majority of the popular vote.

Trump’s victory surprised most political analysts who did not believe that he could win the Republican Primaries much less the Presidential Election. The Huffington Post’s Pollster gave him a 1.7% probability of winning. Nate Silver gave him 28.2% and almost every other mainstream analyst followed in between. In fact, the unusually high chances given to Trump by Nate Silver prompted accusations that he was swaying the results of the polls in Trump’s favour. In the end, neither the Huffington Post nor Silver’s “FiveThirtyEight” were right. Silver predicted that Trump’s path to victory depended on victories in Florida, Nevada, North-Carolina, and New Hampshire (all unlikely). However, Trump won in Wisconsin (“FiveThirtyEight” gave him a 15.9% probability of winning there), Michigan (19.7%) and Pennsylvania (22.6%) and lost Nevada and New Hampshire.

In the betting markets, the Irish company Paddy Power was so sure of Clinton’s victory that it paid early to those who betted on her.

Trump won democratically but why? This question shall occupy political analysts for the next few years. The theories regarding the Trump’s success are numerous and contradictory. We shall list some: i) “Political Correctness”, also known as the “PC Culture”, went too far and thus a counterculture emerged and united behind a pragmatic businessman helping him seize victory; ii) the Republican Party suffered a coup by an outsider; iii) the Russians influenced the elections; iv) the voters from the rural communities felt that the mainstream politicians are disconnected from their needs and thus decided to elect an outsider; v) the US population is racist, sexist and xenophobic; vi) minorities voted in inferior numbers when compared to Obama’s election, thus giving an advantage to the Republican Party; vii) Hillary Clinton was a flawed candidate and was not able to bring Bernie Sanders’ supporters to her side when it mattered; viii) Wikileaks’ mail leaks helped Trump; ix) the FBI investigation on Clinton’s usage of a


An interesting story about Trump’s pragmatism comes from the improbable of sources. In 2007, Vince McMahon – the husband of the Administrator of the Small Business Administration Linda McMahon – invited Trump to the biggest wrestling show on the world: Wrestlemania. Before the show, Vince asked Trump if we would allow the wrestler “Stone Cold Steve Austin” to hit him with a “Stone Cold Stunner”, a wrestling move that targets the neck. After being assured that it would delight the crowd, Trump promptly accepted, ignoring the protests of his assistant. When reading this story one should not forget that even if wrestling is scripted injuries are usual and serious. Furthermore, Trump was a sexagenarian and not a trained athlete. See Tom Sheen, “‘OK, I’LL DO IT’ How Donald Trump was convinced to take a Stone Cold Stunner by WWE supremo Vince McMahon”, The Sun, Jan. 21, 2017, accessed Feb. 24, 2017, https://www.thesun.co.uk/sport/2670864/donald-trump-stone-cold-stunner-wrestlemania-wwe-vince-mcmahon/.
personal server for governmental purposes and James Comey’s declarations derailed her campaign. At the time of writing, no consensus has been reached and, since the issue is still sensitive in the American society, no consensus will be reached until proper historical detachment is possible.

In his campaign, Trump criticised mega-regional trade agreements that are, in his opinion, responsible for “stealing” American jobs. In his first week as President, he withdrew the USA from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). The USA was the biggest economy in the trade agreement and the main political force behind it. Without it, TPP’s chances of survival are slim. The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between the USA and the EU (representing 46% of the World’s GDP) will probably, at the least, suffer significant delays. The TTIP also faces criticism in the EU since Greenpeace leaked some secret documents related to its negotiations. European consumers are worried that the TTIP might degrade food safety, environmental standards and workers’ rights in the name of free trade. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), as promised by Trump, will be renegotiated.

The Trump Administration wants to reduce the burden of “excessive” regulation on companies. Such reduction shall entail environmental deregulation and deregulation of the financial system. Despite only being in the first few months of the Trump administration, the President already signed executive orders related to these issues.

---


51 The Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) was rejected by the European Parliament in 2012, after protests across the EU erupted due to the restrictions that the agreement would imposed on the European’s freedom of expression and right to privacy. As a rule, European consumers are against the sacrifice of their personal freedoms in the name of free trade. See Andreas Dür and Gemma Mateo, “Public opinion and interest group influence: how citizen groups derailed the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement”, Journal of European Public Policy 24,8 (2014): 1199-1217.


Trump also promised a one trillion-dollar ($10^{12}$) infrastructure plan.\textsuperscript{54} These promises were received with enthusiasm by the financial markets, that are negotiating at record values.\textsuperscript{55} Other campaign promises from Trump may also affect the world’s economy, like Trump’s adversarial posture in relation to China\textsuperscript{56} and the ban on travellers from six (originally seven)\textsuperscript{57} Muslim-majority nations that are considered a threat to national security. Regarding the EU’s internal integrity, Trump’s support of Brexit and his apparent hostility against the EU and its leaders, and his declarations on NATO classifying it as obsolete followed by demands for further investment in defence from the allies caused discomfort amidst the European leaders.\textsuperscript{58} In response, the EU appears to be planning for a greater degree of military cooperation, in what could ultimately result in the creation of the European Army.\textsuperscript{59} With the UK leaving the EU it may be easier to achieve this goal since: \textit{i}) France is now the only relevant military power in the EU and thus, it may be needed to safeguard the Union’s safety; \textit{ii}) the UK was always sceptic to the implementation of common defence policy.\textsuperscript{60}

\section*{3. Overcoming the existential crisis: a new chapter for the EU}

The EU never managed to completely overcome the collective trauma caused by the 2008 financial crisis. For one part, the economic recuperation was not as successful as in the US. The credibility of the EU’s institutions was also seriously damaged.\textsuperscript{61}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item Trump also promised a one trillion-dollar ($10^{12}$) infrastructure plan.\textsuperscript{54} These promises were received with enthusiasm by the financial markets, that are negotiating at record values.\textsuperscript{55} Other campaign promises from Trump may also affect the world’s economy, like Trump’s adversarial posture in relation to China\textsuperscript{56} and the ban on travellers from six (originally seven)\textsuperscript{57} Muslim-majority nations that are considered a threat to national security. Regarding the EU’s internal integrity, Trump’s support of Brexit and his apparent hostility against the EU and its leaders, and his declarations on NATO classifying it as obsolete followed by demands for further investment in defence from the allies caused discomfort amidst the European leaders.\textsuperscript{58} In response, the EU appears to be planning for a greater degree of military cooperation, in what could ultimately result in the creation of the European Army.\textsuperscript{59} With the UK leaving the EU it may be easier to achieve this goal since: \textit{i}) France is now the only relevant military power in the EU and thus, it may be needed to safeguard the Union’s safety; \textit{ii}) the UK was always sceptic to the implementation of common defence policy.\textsuperscript{60}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
The Commission’s “White Paper” might as well be called The Commission’s “Blank Paper” since it lists five fictional scenarios but no single solution for the very real issue in the EU. In fact, when reading the White Paper, an old classic from Italian Cinema comes to mind. In *Aprile*, a semi-documental film from the Italian filmmaker Nanni Moretti, the main character (also played by Nanni Moretti) watches the 1996 Italian General Election televised debate between Silvio Berlusconi and Massimo D’Alema, the leader of the PDS. “Berlusconi is attacking D’Alema whose passiveness and self-control prompt Moretti to lose his patience and shout at the television: ‘D’ Alema, di qualcosa, reagisci!’.” Reading the “White Paper” incites the same reaction from the European citizen. An institution with the political influence and responsibility of the Commission should “say something, react”!

In May 2017, the French go to the polls in the Presidential elections. The Eurosceptic candidate Marine Le Pen is an almost certain lock for disputing the second round of the elections. Even if it is unlikely that she will ultimately achieve victory, the same was said of Donald Trump. In the Netherlands, Geert Wilders’ PVV might become the largest political party in the Tweede Kamer (lower chamber of the Dutch Parliament). While it is almost certain that PVV will not be able to form a government because they will not achieve the required majority and do not have the support of other parties, such a result should be cautiously noted. In Germany, the dispute will be between Merkel’s CDU and Schulz SPD, none of them being an immediate risk to European integrity. Even so, AfD’s evolution in recent years is worrisome. In Italy, Beppe Grillo’s M5S was one of the largest contributors to the defeat of government’s proposal in the constitutional referendum and the subsequent resignation of the Prime Minister Matteo Renzi. From the analysis done of the referendum in the UK and the American Presidential election it can be submitted that the political forces that wish for the disintegration of the EU have a lot of defects, but no one needs to tell them “di qualcosa, reagisci!”.

Now is the time to reform the EU. If we wait any longer, there might be no turning back. The most powerful European politics cannot keep watching, in apathy, the ongoing disintegration of the EU. The confidence of the citizens in the European institutions must be won again and this will not be possible unless the current organisation of the institutions is also reformed, as we and the referred resolutions of


the European Parliament suggested above. If doing so entails a revision of European Constitutional law, (the TUE and TFUE) then so be it.

There is no future in an “economic giant” that is simultaneously a “political dwarf”. 66

---